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Our pets are part of the family. For many theyâ€™re as close as children; for some they may be our

only children. And while most of us can expect that our children will outlive us, sadly, our pets

almost never do.Losing a pet can be as difficult as losing any other family member; we grieve, we

miss them, and, mostly, we want closure, to know that our furry, feathered, or scaled friends are

okay, wherever they are.For years, animal communicator Sonya Fitzpatrick has helped pet owners

cope with the loss of their beloved companions. Many of them ask the same questions: Is my pet

happy? Why did this happen? Is it okay to get another pet? Using her personal experiences as well

as the stories of the families sheâ€™s worked with, Sonya sheds some light on the questions that

every grieving pet owner has, and assures the reader that there are, in fact, no sad dogs (or cats or

birds or turtles or horses or cows) in heaven.
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Loved it so much that I read it all in one afternoon. Was so disappointed when it ended and that I

hadn't savored it. This is a book for anyone who has lost any of one's own dear hearts - animal or

otherwise. This is a book for anyone who is grieving; this is a book for anyone who knows anyone

who has suffered a loss. This book helps fill the hole in your heart.

Numerous books describe experiences of human beings who have temporarily died and

experienced what all refer to as an "afterlife." Now Sonya Fitzpatrick, a "pet psychic," offers comfort

to the innumerable pet owners who have experienced the devastating loss of a beloved animal.



Whether the reader actually has lost a pet or knows of someone else who has suffered that loss,

this is a book of comfort, a book of faith. For it is the author's premise that there is an afterlife that

animals share with humans and even animals share with other animals. These animals are capable

of conveying their thoughts and emotions in just as real a way as humans are able to do.The author

begins with her own experience of losing Ellie, a Rhodesian ridgeback, who was beset with suffering

and let her owner know that she was content to "pass over" and be free of pain, adding a reassuring

message that she would always be with the author in spirit. After Ellie passed, the author could feel

her spirit laying across the writer's lap and even her other animals made room for her presence next

to her owner. Thus begin many tales with a similar message.Some humans seem to have an ability

to sense the presence of their pet who has died but remains in spirit and others do not; it is there

that this author serves as a psychic who can connect with those animals and bring such relief and

peace to these grieving pet owners. It also includes other animals such as cows or cats, etc. It

enables owners to let go of guilt if their animal died in an accident. Some owners even realize they

may not have conveyed much love to their animal when alive but that these animals sensed or

knew that love and want the owner to let go of the remorse they are carrying about not being more

expressive or caring.The chapters include communications from animals who had been humans but

reincarnated as animals to keep their love and union strong. Or perhaps an accidental poisoning

occurred and the animal is seeking to relieve the owner of unnecessary guilt.The stories continue

with variety but always with compassionate caring and empathy between owner and pet, between

heaven and earth. This book will definitely be a lifeline for so many who have loved, cherished, lost

and then re-found communication and love with a beloved animal whose earth life has made the

remarkable transition to a heavenly existence. This connection is priceless and cherished by all who

share this experience, whether author/psychic or owner. Lovely, comforting read!

It is a book for anyone that has had a pet pass away. I lost mine recently and this book puts my

mind to ease and has been a great help with winstons passing

I really needed this book..if you know anyone going through the loss of a pet..this is a MUST..I am

finding comfort in every page..I am going to get one to keep on hand if I need to give to a friend

I have actually had a reading by Sonya when my lab passed. She said things no one could ever

know...many things. So when I saw this book I had to purchase a few copies for myself and for

friends. I found this book very soothing to read.



I am a scientist, soI have been trained to question everything. However, I have had several

experiences that could not be explained by science. So the upshot is I am willing to believe some

people are attuned to things the rest of us miss. When we had to put my beloved dog down in

March, the pain was almost unbearable. This book helped me get through a truly agonizing

experience.

The stories were short but very uplifting. I also believe our animal go where we go and we are all

going to be together.

I just lost my dog more than a week ago and decided to buy this book due to its great reviews. I

read the whole book in one sitting. It helped me understand that there is no separation between me

and my precious baby, he is just no longer in his physical body but his spirit will be with me forever.

It gives me a little bit of relief.
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